
   

 

Editing and Post-production Workshops Overview 

Post production is the final stage of video/film production. Editing creates a narrative by 

sequencing footage into a specific order. This can then be adjusted with ease to 

create different outcomes. It is a very important stage to the process of filmmaking as it 

allows for correcting most mistakes made in camera, (i.e. framing, colour temperature 

and stability). The editor has the chance to include effects that can add to the footage 

which may not have been possible when filming. The workshop aims to support students 

and staff along the entire process from importing your rushes to exporting the final edit 

to be broadcast to audiences. Support can be offered for a wide range of video 

editing software, some of these include free software such as Windows media 

composer (Windows) and iMovie (Apple). It also covers professional software such as 

Final Cut Pro, Avid media composer and Adobe Premiere. 

 

Breakdown of topics included: 

 

Importing and capturing footage 

 Understanding formats – learning which formats are best for your video and why. 

 Importing footage correctly into your chosen editing software. 

 It is vital to understand and select the correct settings for your specific footage. 

 Choosing the correct aspect ratio, resolution, frame rate, audio sample rate, time-code 

and region (PAL or NTSC)  

 The location of your footage within the computer is important and understanding folder 

structure and pathways. 

 
 

 

Following storyboards, notes and paper edits 

 It is important when editing to remind yourself of the original vision of the director.  

 The editor needs to follow storyboards from the pre-production stage of filmmaking and 

any notes from the director as to the look or feel of the final video. 

 A paper edit is usually required to inform the editor of things such as clip duration and 

any desired effects. Help can be given in creating a paper edit and following it when 

editing. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The rough cut and creating a basic sequence 

 

 How to compile a rough cut (blocking), making sure all the vital information and scenes 

are included and in the correct order 

 Things such as the pace of the edit need to be considered but not ‘finely tuned’ yet at 

this stage. 
 

 

Final Edit 

 The ‘fine-tuning’ of the edit, including the use of tools such as trim mode to remove un-

needed frames and tightening cuts. 

 The inclusion of match-cuts, L-cuts and jump-cuts to the directors instruction 

Added Effects 

 Fades/dissolves – used between cuts to create a gradual feeling as the shot changes 

and sometimes used to show a passage of time. 

 Titles – the addition of titles helps the audience to understand the action and gives a 

sense of inclusion for the viewer. 

 Transitions – effects such as ‘wipes’ and ‘morphing’ to cut from one shot to the next.  

 Keying – the removal of the colour green (when using a green screen) to create a 

transparent layer overlaying a new background. 

 Motion effects – includes slow-motion, fast-motion and freeze frames 

 Corrective effects – including re-sizing, stabilizing and blurring unwanted content. 

Audio editing and levels 

 The addition of music to enhance the footage.  

 Also the addition of foley to create layers and add to the realism. 
 Understanding the appropriate levels for different types of audio, such as voice-overs, 

dialogue or background music. 
 The addition of fades/dissolves to start and end audio to disguise harsh transitions and 

create a feeling of a beginning and end. 

Colour grading and colour correction 

 Removing colour casts (incorrectly white balanced footage) 

 Adding specific colours to create a desired feeling, for example, a blue tint on the 

footage gives audiences a sense of cold. 

 Crushing blacks – enhancing low contrast areas (i.e. shadows)  

 Colour grading – increasing colours or light in specific areas of an image.  

 Ensuring colours are within the legal colour space boundaries (black 16, white 235) 

 


